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Let p be a prime number, K a field with characteristic not p and containing the
pth roots of unity, and ErK an abelian exponent p Galois extension. We prove
explicit formulas for the construction of fields NrK with Galois group a central
 .p-extension of Gal ErK . These formulas do not require the solution of a linear
wsystem of equations in the field extension, as do the formulas of Massy J. Algebra
 . x109 1987 , 508]535 . In our study we develop generalizations of theorems of Serre
and Frohlich on representing obstructions to embedding problems and theorems ofÈ
Crespo on explicitly constructing solution fields. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let ErK be a Galois extension with group G and suppose that we have
an exact sequence
Ä1 ª ZrpZ ª G ª G ª 1
Äwhich describes G as a central ZrpZ-extension of G. A classical question
is to ask whether E can be embedded in a field EX such that EXrK is
Ä XGalois with group G. If so, one asks how to construct such an extension E
from E. Particular embedding problems, such as that of constructing a
quaternion-group extension from a Klein 4-group extension, were consid-
w x w xered by Dedekind De and Witt Wi . Various results for small p-group
embedding problems appeared in the 1970s, owing to Damey and Payan
U  .A portion Section 2 of this work is derived from the author's thesis, written under the
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w x w xDaP , Damey and Martinet DaMr , and Massy and Nguyen-Quang-Do
w xMaN . More recently, several new methods have been developed for the
solution of embedding problems for larger groups. A recent survey on the
state of solving central embedding problems via primarily algebraic meth-
w xods may be found in GSS .
w xSerre Se1 proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the
positive solution of certain embedding problems with p s 2 is the triviality
of the Hasse]Witt invariant of a particular trace form associated to a
subfield of ErK. Serre also asked how one would construct EX if such an
w xembedding problem is solvable. A theorem of Crespo Cr1 answers this
question with a method for the explicit construction of EX, given an
isomorphism from the trace form to one of a list of quadratic forms having
the same rank, discriminant, and Hasse]Witt invariant as a sum of squares
quadratic form. Over global fields, the Hasse]Witt invariant needs to be
checked at only a finite number of completions, and the list of quadratic
forms necessary for Crespo's theorem is finite, depending only on signa-
tures.
Although Serre's theorem holds only for certain G, Frohlich's general-È
w xization Fr widens the applicability of the concept, showing that for more
 .embedding problems still with p s 2 the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion can be viewed as the triviality of a product of Hesse]Witt invariants
of certain quadratic forms associated to subfields of ErK. Crespo's
w xmethod can be shown to hold for Frohlich's generalization Cr2 . Frohlich'sÈ È
paper indicates analogous results for p ) 2, using central simple algebras
in place of quadratic forms and the reduced norm in place of the spinor
w xnorm, and Crespo again extends her method for this analogue Cr3 . For
these results, one requires that the ground field K be of characteristic not
p and contain the pth roots of unity.
These generalizations of Serre's theorem, however, have not extended so
far as to apply to all central p-extensions. It is unclear whether all
embedding problems with p s 2 are covered by Frohlich's generalizationÈ
unless the ground field contains enough roots of unity; one must find
homomorphisms from G to an orthogonal group of a quadratic K-form.
The restrictions on the p ) 2 analogue are more severe: one must con-
sider homomorphisms from G into elements of reduced norm 1 of a
central simple K-algebra of degree p, and frequently there are few such
maps. Also, even when one can find such a homomorphism corresponding
to the p-extension of G, determining the central simple algebra which
results under Galois cohomology is a nontrivial problem.
In this paper we address some of these concerns. In Section 2 we
present a generalization of Frohlich's method of representing obstructionsÈ
to central p-embedding problems, in which we extend the method natu-
rally to accommodate 1-cocycles in place of the homomorphisms from the
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group G to the group of elements of reduced norm 1 of a central simple
algebra of degree p. We then expand Crespo's explicit construction theo-
rems accordingly. These results widen still further the applicability of the
Serre method. Our method still requires the explicit determination of a
central simple algebra corresponding under Galois cohomology to an
1  ..element of H G, PSL E , and this step remains difficult in general.n
As an application of our results, we treat in Section 4 the case of
wp-extensions of abelian exponent p groups, considered by Massy Ma1,
xMa2 . The Galois cohomology step is circumvented by necessary and
w xsufficient conditions of Ma2 for the existence of solutions to embedding
problems of this sort. Using Massy's normic reciprocity law and numerical
2 .n .decomposition of elements of H ZrpZ , F , we derive formulas basedp
on the required field elements. We recall what we need of Massy's results
in Section 3, and in Section 6 we provide some examples.
wOur method improves upon the explicit constructions for n ) 2 in Ma1,
xMa2 in that our formulas do not depend on the solution of a nontrivial
system of linear equations in the field extension, viewed as a vector space
over the ground field. Our method does not appeal to Hilbert's Satz 90;
rather, we use the nondegeneracy of the trace form to establish a finite list
 n.of length at most p of purported solutions to the embedding problem,
such that at least one element of the list is nonzero and such that any
nonzero element of the list is in fact a solution. For small embedding
problems this list can be shortened, and doing so is the aim of Section 5.
The method presented here is one of several developed in the author's
w x thesis Sw1 . The expansion of Frohlich's quadratic form method theÈ
w x. w x``orthogonal case'' in Sw1 to include 1-cocycles was introduced in Sw2 ,
w xand the present paper outlines the ``reduced projective case'' from Sw1 .
w xThe ``full projective case'' from Sw1 , in which we drop the requirement
that the elements in a central simple algebra lying in the image of the
1-cocycle have reduced norm 1 and we replace the reduced norm with an
appropriate set of polynomials on the matrix coefficients of the central
w xsimple algebra, is presented in Sw3 .
2. TWISTED PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF
GALOIS GROUPS AND EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION
In what follows p will denote a prime number, K a field of characteris-
tic not p which contains the pth roots of unity m , and K s the separablep
closure of K. We fix throughout a primitive pth root of unity j .p
ÄTHEOREM 1. Let 1 ª ZrpZ ª G ª G ª 1 be an extension of finite
 .groups, with G s Gal ErK for fields ErK. Let A be a finite-dimensional
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 .central simple algebra o¨er K of degree p and t: G ª PSL A m E a
1-cocycle such that the image of t under the coboundary homomorphism
1  .. 2 .H G, PSL A m E ª H G, F associated to the sequence at the algebraicp
closure
1 ª F ª SL A m K s ª PSL A m K s ª 1 .  .p
2 Ä .   .is the class c g H G, F of the embedding problem G ª G. Here SL Ap
 .denotes the elements of reduced norm 1 of A, and PSL A denotes the
Ä.projecti¨ e group of these elements. Let A be the algebra gi¨ en by Galois
 s .cohomology associated to A and t. Then the homomorphism Gal K rK ª
Ä .Gal ErK can be lifted to factor through G if and only if the quotient of the
Äclass of A and the class of A in the p-torsion of the Brauer group
2  s . .  .H Gal K rK , F ( Br K is tri¨ ial.p p
w xProof. We follow Fr , Appendix. The condition on lifting the homo-
 s .  .morphism of Galois theory Gal K rK ª Gal ErK is equivalent to the
2 .triviality of the image of the class of the group extension in H G, Fp
2 s 2  . . w x  .when inflated to H Gal K rK , F Ho . Since the class c g H G, Fp p
Äof the group extension is the image of the class of A in the coboundary
homomorphism given above, the image of the quotient of the classes of A
Ä 1 2  ..  .and A under the coboundary map H G, PSL E ª H G, F mustp p
yield c. The coboundary map is an isomorphism at the algebraic closure
w xSe2 ; hence the if and only if condition.
We define p-cyclic algebra generators to mean two elements i, j of a
central simple algebra of dimension p2 over K such that i p s a g KU ,
j p s b g KU , and ji s j ij.p
THEOREM 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 and assume that the
Äquotient of the classes of A and A is tri¨ ial. Then there exist an isomorphism of
ÄK-algebras h: A ª A, an E-automorphism f : V m E ª V m E of theA A
Ä g y1 .  .underlying ¨ector space V of A such that both f A ( A and f f s t gA
 .  .for g g G, and an in¨ertible element z g A m E such that f a z s zh a for
X2 .a g A. If c / 0 g H G, F , then the complete set of solution fields E isp
   ..1r p. U4  .E k Nrd z : k g K , where Nrd z is the reduced norm of z. If
X2 1r p .   .c s 0 in H G, F , then the complete set of solution fields E is E r :p
U 1r p 4r g K , r f E . If A is a p-cyclic algebra with generators i, j, and f is
altered by a K-automorphism so that i and j are sent to the corresponding
Ä .p-cyclic algebra generators of f A ( A, then one of a finite number of
alterations of h will lea¨e h an isomorphism and insure that the element
n n yn yn1 2 2 1z s f i f j h j h i .  .  .  .
 4n , n g 0, 1, . . . , py11 2
 .  .is in¨ertible and satisfies f a z s zh a for a g A.
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w x w xProof. We follow Cr1, Cr3 , with generalizations from Sw1 .
Ä ÄIf the quotient of classes of A and A is trivial, A ( A since they haveK
the same degree. Therefore there exists a K-isomorphism h. Let tX be
1  ..the element of H G, GL V m E corresponding to t under the conjuga-A
 .  .tion-action inclusion PGL A m E ª GL V m E , where V is the under-A A
lying vector space of the algebra A over K. Since
H 1 G, GL V m E s 1 . .A
w xSe2 , there exists an E-isomorphism of vector spaces f : V m E ª V m EA A
g y1 Ä .  .such that f f s t g , g g G, and f A ( A. The images of A under f
and h inside A are isomorphic; hence by Noether]Skolem there exists an
y1  .  .invertible z such that z f a z s h a .
 .  .   ..Let u be a section of PSL A m E in SL A m E and let x s u t g ,g
 4g g G. Then we have for any basis e of A,i j
xy1e x s t g e , g g G, .  .g i j g i j
and
g , gX ¬ x X x gXx Xy1 , g , gX g G . g g g g
is the 2-cocycle corresponding to c.
If c s 0, then we have the complete set of solution fields as given in the
 .theorem. Otherwise, we show that Nrd z satisfies the well-known condi-
tion on an element of the field to have pth root generate an EXrE when
c / 0.
X X Ä 4Let e , e be p-cyclic algebra generators of the K-algebra A generatedi j
  .  .4  4 X  . X  .by f i , f j , and let e , e be such that e s f e , e s f e . We havei j i i j j
that
gy1  4x f e x s f e , g g G, e g e , e . .  .g g i j
Set b s x z g zy1, g g G. We claim that the b are in EU and satisfyg g gX Xg y1 g g .  .  .  .  .X Xb b b s c g, g . Since h e s h e , h e s h e for g g G weg g g g i i j j
have that
g gg g y1 g gx z h e s x z h e s x f e x x z s f e x z , .  .  .  .g g g g g g
 4g g G, e g e , e .i j
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g y1  .  .Hence x z z commutes with f e and f e :g i j
g y1 g y1 g y1  4x z z f e s x z h e z s f e x z z , g g G, e g e , e . .  .  .g g g i j
 .  .Since f e and f e generate A as an E-algebra, the b are in the centeri j g
and hence in E. Since z and the x are nonzero, the b are also and henceg g
invertible. Now we simply calculate
b g
X































x Xy1 x X .  . .  .g g g g g g g g
X X X Xg y1 g y1
X X X Xs x x x s x x x s c g , g , g , g g G, . .  .g g g g g g g g
where parentheses surround an element of E which implies that the
 .multiplication may be rotated i.e., a ? b ? c s c ? a ? b . Now we have the
necessary relation on the pth root of an element of E to generate EXrE.
g y1 y1  .  y1 .The relation z z s b x implies, given Nrd x s Nrd x s 1, thatg g g g
g pNrd z s b Nrd z , .  .g
 .giving us that Nrd z is such an element.
Finally we show that z can be computed if A has the presentation given
in the theorem. Assume this presentation. Let h be a K-isomorphism of
Äalgebras from A to A. If the element z defined in the theorem is 0,
consider the resulting h which one gets by sending i to the product of its
old h-image and a power of j . If the new z 's are also zero for every powerp
of j , we will havep
n n2 2f j h j s 0. .  .
 .n g 0, 1, . . . , py12
We then change h so that j is sent to the product of its old h-image and
powers of j . We cannot get zero for every alteration, lest we derive thep
fact that 1 s 0. Hence some alteration must have resulted in a nonzero z.
 .  .  4We claim that f e z s zh e , e g i, j . One need only consider pairs of
summands in the definition of z such that the n differ only at a fixed nj i
and that these n differ by 1. If n s k, for instance, then this summandi 1
 . multiplied on the left by f i is identical to the other summand that of
.  .n s k q 1 with h i multiplied on the right and vice versa. Since our1
condition is valid on i and j, and f and h are algebra homomorphisms, the
condition is valid for all a g A.
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3. EMBEDDING PROBLEMS, 2-COCYCLES, AND
NORMIC RECIPROCITY
 .nIn what follows ErK is a Galois extension with group G s ZrpZ and
the pth root notation ?1r p denotes an arbitrary but fixed choice.
 .The central extensions of Gal ErK by ZrpZ are classified by the
2 . 2 .cohomology group H G, ZrpZ ( H G, F , where the action on ZrpZp
is trivial. We first recall Massy's numerical decomposition of this group:
2w x  .THEOREM 3 Ma2 . Let c g H G, F . Define c# to be the bilinearp
 .  .  .alternating form on G gi¨ en by c# g , g s c g , g y c g , g , g , g g1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
U U Ur .  .G. Define c by the rule c g s  c g , g , g g G. The function c isr mod p
Ua quadratic form on G for p s 2 and a linear form on G for p / 2. Both c
and c# are independent of the choice of c g c.
X X XU < .Let G s GrKer c , d s dim G , and 2 r be the rank of c#. Werad c# F pX  4ha¨e d s 2 r q v, with v g 0, 1 .
U U p U p  . 2 .For any elements a, b g K l E rK , define a, b g H G, F byp
 .  . 1 .the usual cup product of the linear forms a , b g H G, F defined by thep
 1r p. 1r p a. g .  .. 2 .rule g a ra s j . Define also a g H G, F to be j ?p p p
 . . . 1 . 2 .  .d 1rp a , where d is the coboundary H G, QrZ ª H G, Z , a is aZ Z
 . 1 .lifting of a to H G, Z , and the ? represents the cup-product multiplication
Ã0 2 2 .  .  .H G, m = H G, Z ª H g, F .p p
X .i If d s 0, then c s 0.
 .ii If v s 1, then there exist elements a , 0 F i F r, b if r / 0, 1 F i F r,i i
which are linearly independent in KU l EU prKU p and such that
r
c s a q a , b . .  . . 0 i i
is1
 .  4iii If v s 0, then there exist n g 0, 1 and elements a , b , 1 F i F r,i i
which are linearly independent in KU l EU prKU p and such that
r¡
n a b q a , b , if p s 2, .  . . 1 1 i i
is1~c s r
n a q a , b , if p / 2. .  . . 1 i i¢
is1
ÄTheorem 3 gives the obstruction to the embedding problem G ª G
given by the 2-cohomology class c. By Theorem 2, if c / 0, there is a
positive solution to the embedding problem if and only if the inflation of c
 s .  ..  .to Gal K rK is trivial. The inflation of a is the p-cyclic algebra a, jp
 .  .and that of a, b is the p-cyclic algebra a, b . Hence the condition is thatp
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the tensor product of various p-cyclic algebras is trivial in the Brauer
group of K. There is an equivalent condition for our extensions, however,
which Massy calls normic reciprocity:
w xTHEOREM 4 Ma2 . Let the numerical decomposition of c / 0 be as in
Theorem 3.
 4 rCase I. n s 0 or v s 1. Let s be the K-automorphisms ofi is1yv
 1r p4 r .  1r p. d i j 1r pL [ K a gi¨ en by s a s j a . Then the embedding prob-i is1yv i j p j
lem associated with c has a positi¨ e solution if and only if there exist elements
x g LU , 1 y v F i F r, such thati
x1qs 0qs 0
2q ??? qs 0
py1
s j , if v s 1;0 p
x1qs iqs i
2q ??? qs i
py1
s b , 1 F i F r ;i i
x s iy1 s x s jy1 , 1 y v F i , j F r .j i
 4 rCase II. v s 0, n s 1, p / 2. Let s be the K-automorphisms ofi 1
 1r p4 r .  1r p. d i j 1r pL [ K a gi¨ en by s a s j a . Then the embedding problemi 1 i j p j
associated with c has a positi¨ e solution if and only if there exist elements




s j b ;1 p 1
x1qs iqs i
2q ??? qs i
py1
s b , 2 F i F r ;i i
x s iy1 s x s jy1 , 1 F i , j F r .j i
 4Case III. v s 0, n s 1, p s 2. Let s , t be the K-automor-i 1F iF r 1
 1r24  1r24.  1r2 .  .d i j 1r2phisms of L [ K a j b gi¨ en by s a s y1 a ,i 1F iF r 1 i j j
 1r2 . 1r2  1r2 . 1r2  1r2 . 1r2s b s b , t a s a , 1 F i, j F r, and t b s yb . Theni 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1
the embedding problem associated with c has a positi¨ e solution if and only if
there exist elements x g LU , 1 F i F r, and y g LU such thati
x1qs i s b , 2 F i F r ;i i
x s iy1 s x s jy1 , 1 F i F r , 2 F j F r ;j i
xt1y1 s y s jy1 , 2 F j F r ;j
y1qt 1 s x1qs1 s y1, y s1y1 s yxt1y1 .1 1
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4. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION FOR&
n n .  .ZrpZ ª ZrpZ s Gal ErK .
In order to follow the method of Section 2, we take the split central
 . 2simple algebra A [ 1, 1 of dimension p with generators and relationsp
p p 1 i s 1, j s 1, ji s j ij, and we construct a 1-cocycle in Z G, PSL A mp
..E satisfying two properties: First, that under the coboundary
1 2  ..  .H G, PSL A m E ª H G, F the class of our cocycle is sent to c.p
ÄSecond, that using Theorem 4 we can describe A and a K-isomorphism
Äfrom A to A.
THEOREM 5. Let c / 0 ha¨e a numerical decomposition as in Theorem 3
and let the field L, the elements x corresponding to the sol¨ ability of c, andi
the K-automorphisms s of L, extended to be in¨ariant on each b1r p,i j
1 F j F r, be as defined in Theorem 4. Let t , 1 F i F r, be the K-automor-i
X  1r p4 r .  1r p. d i j 1r pphisms of L [ L b gi¨ en by t b s j b , 1 F i, j F r, andi is1 i j p j
 1r p. 1r pt a s a , 1 F i F r, 1 y v F j F r. For Cases I and II of Theoremi j j
 .4, define a 1-cocycle t: G ª PSL A m E as the inflation to G of the
1-cocycle
r rX X X 4  4t g H s j t , PSL A m L , :  . .i iis1yv is1
gi¨ en as follows, where 0 F m , mX F p y 1, and b1r p [ 1 if v s 1:i j 0
r r
XX m mi jt s t i j /is1yv js1
py2 py1 1r pr bX im m yk l li is j j i  p p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
 m iy1 q . r m s s  sqs 0 i ss iq1 spy1 1r ppy1 x bi iy py1. l lq j i . p /pbils0
 .For Case III of Theorem 4, define a 1-cocycle t: G ª PSL A m E as the
inflation to G of the 1-cocycle tX gi¨ en as follows, where 0 F m , mX F 1:i j
r r
X XX m m m m1 i 1 jt s s t t 1 i 1 j /  / /is2 js2
 r m s. m
X
1m  s ts s 1 ss2 s 1r 1 1X x y x q x i q x i1 1 1 1m mi is y1 .  / / 2is2
 r m s. m19m  s ts s i ss iq1 s 1r i ix q x q x i y x ii i i i
= 1r2 /2bis2 i
mX t m
X
1t t 1 11 1y y y q yi q y i
= . /2
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1  ..The image of the class of t in H G, PSL A m E under the coboundary
1 2  ..  .homomorphism H G, PSL A m E ª H G, F is c.p
Proof. First, we claim that the reduced norm of the image of t is
identically 1. The reduced norm of any constant is its pth power, so
constant multiples of the j do not affect the norm. Also, the reducedp
norm of any expression of the form
py1 py1 yk lj X k .p li  /pks0 ls0
py1  .is the product  X k . In our case, using the relations among the x ofks0 i
Theorem 4, we find that the reduced norm of each such expression is 1.
Now we show that t for Cases I and II satisfies the 1-cocycle condition.
gÄ .  .We begin with the left side of the 1-cocycle condition t g t g , whereÄ
r m r mX r mÄ r mÄXi j i jg s  s  t and g s  s  t :Äis1yv i js1 j is1yv i js1 j
r mÄ r mÄ 9i j s  tr r r r is1yv i js1 j
X Xm m m mÄ Äi j i jt s t t s t   i j i j /  /is1yv js1 is1yv js1
py2 py1 1r pr bX im m yk l li is j j i  p p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
m y1 q r m r mÄ r mÄ 9i s s j . s  s  s  tpy1 1r p qs 0 i ss iq1 s ss1 s js1 jpy1 x bi il lq j i p /pbils0
py2 py1 1r pr bX im m yk l lÄ Äi i= j j i  p p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
mÄ y1 q r mÄi s . s  sqs 0 i ss iq1 spy1 1r ppy1 x bi il lq j i p /pbils0
r
X Xm m qm mÄi i i is j p /is1yv
py2 py1 1r pr biyk l l= j i   p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
m y1 qqmÄ r m r mÄ Xi i s iX X . s  s  spy1 1r p qs 0 i ss iq1 s i s1yv ipy1 x bi il lq j i p /pbils0
py2 py1 1r pr bX im m yk l lÄ Äi i= j j i  p p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
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mÄ y1 q r mÄi s . s  sqs 0 i ss iq1 spy1 1r ppy1 x bi il lq j i . p /pbils0
Now consider the following relation, derived from the x s jy1 s x s iy1i j
relations of Theorem 4:
mÄ XiXs i1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1b x bi i iyk l l l lj i q j i  p p /px pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 qi X s1r p py1 1r p qs 0 ipy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
py2 py1 1r p py1 py1 1r pb x bi i iyk l l l ls j i q j i  p p /px pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 qi X . s s1r p py1 1r p qs 0 i ipy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i .  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
Repetition of this relation across s -conjugates of the first factor for fixedi
iX gives us
m y1 q mÄ Xi iX . s sqs 0 i i1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1b x bi i iyk l l l lj i q j i  p p /px pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 qi X s1r p py1 1r p qs 0 ipy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
m iy1s qqs0 i1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1b x bi i iyk l l l ls j i q j i  p p /px pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 q mi iX . s s1r p py1 1r p qs 0 i ipy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i .  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
Now we may telescope the relations, as i runs from r to 1 y v, to yield
m y1 q r m mÄ Xi s iX . . s  s sqs 0 i ss iq1 s i1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1r b x bi i iyk l l l lj i q j i   p p /px pbis1yv i iks0 ls0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 qi X s1r p py1 1r p qs 0 ipy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
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X py2 py1 1r pi y1 biyk l ls j i   p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
m y1 q r m mÄ Xi s iX . . s  s sqs 0 i ss iq1 s ipy1 1r ppy1 x bi il lq j i p /pbils0
m XqmÄ Xy 1 q r mi si X X . s  sqs 0 i ss i q1 s1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1
X X Xb x bi i iyk l l l l= j i q j i  p p /X Xpx pbi iks0 ls0 ls0
py2 py1 1r pr biyk l l= j i   p
X  pxisi q1 iks0 ls0
 m iy1 q . r m s s  sqs 0 i ss iq1 spy1 1r ppy1 x bi il lq j i . p /pbils0
Telescoping again, with iX running from 1 y v to r, results in
py2 py1 1r pr biyk l lj i   p pxis1yv iks0 ls0
m y1 q r m r mÄ Xi s iX X . . s  s  sqs 0 i ss iq1 s i s1yv ipy1 1r ppy1 x bi il lq j i p /pbils0
py2 py1 1r pr Xbiyk l l= j i   p
X  Xpxi s1yv iks0 ls0
mÄ Xy 1 q r mÄi sX X . s  spy1 1r ppy1 qs 0 i ss i q1 s
X Xx bi il lq j i p /Xpbils0
py2 py1 1r pr Xbiyk l ls j i   p
X  Xpxi s1yv iks0 ls0
m Xqm Xy1 q r m qmÄÄi s si X X . s  sqs 0 i ss i q1 spy1 1r ppy1
X Xx bi il lq j i . p /Xpbils0
gÄ .  .Using this relation back in our cocycle formula, we find that t g t gÄ
equals
? . @p m qm rpÄi i1r p py1 1r ppy2 py1 py1r b x bi i iyk l l l lj i q j i t gg ; .Ä   p p /px pbis1yv i iks0 ls0 ls0
hence the 1-cocycle condition is verified.
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Using the conjugate-product relations of Theorem 4, the image of this
cocycle t for Cases I and II, under the coboundary homomorphism, is
r
X?m qm .r p @ m mÄ Ä1y v 1yv i ij j .p p
is1yv
w xThe proof of Theorem 3 in Ma2 shows that the class of this 2-cocycle is
precisely c.
Finally, we show that the t for Case III satisfies the 1-cocycle condition
and gives class c under the coboundary homomorphism. An inspection of
the relations proved for Cases I and II yields that the t defined in Case III
is also a 1-cocycle, for the cases are identical up to the introduction of
another automorphism t with similar properties to the s , and some1 i
multiplicative constants. Set g and g as before. The relations proved forÄ
Cases I and II, together with the different relation y s1y1 s yxt1y1 , give1
gÄ .  .us that t g t g equalsÄ
? . @2 m qm r2s s Är 1 11 1X x y x q x i q x iX X X 1 1 1 1m mÄ m m qm m qm mÄ Ä Ä1 1 i i i i i iy1 y1 .  .  / / 2is2
? . @2 m qm r2Äs s i ir i ix q x q x i y x ii i i i
=  1r2 / /2bis2 i
? X X . @2 m qm r2t t Ä1 11 1y y y q y i q y i
= t gg . .Ä /2
The image of t under the coboundary homomorphism is then
r
XX X m m? . @ ? . @ Äm qm r2 q m qm r2Ä Ä i i1 1 1 1y1 y1 . .  .
is1
w xSimilarly, the proof of Theorem 3 in Ma2 shows that the class of this
2-cocycle is c.
ÄTHEOREM 6. Let the notation be as in Theorem 5. The twisted algebra A
corresponding to the 1-cocycle t is a split p-cyclic K-algebra. Inside A m E it
 .may be realized as 1, x , where for Cases I and II we ha¨ep
x s p rqv . py2.
r
k y1 s r k r km l . l s  syp  sss 0 m lsmq1 l ls1 l= x b w .  m m py2 /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
r
k y1 s r km l r k . s  s lss0 m lsmq1 lp y1  sls 1 l= x b w . .  m m py1 /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
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For Case III we ha¨e that x is the product of
k qkX k 9 r k kX11 lt y1.  s .t1 1 1 ls1 l 1y1 y w . . 0
Xk , . . . , k , k gZr2Z1 r 1
r
Xk r k k 1m ls y1. s .tm lsmq1 l 1= x m /ms1
and
k qkX kX1 r k kX1l1yt .  s .t1 1 1 ls1 l 1y1 y w . . 1
Xk , . . . , k , k gZr2Z1 r 1
r
Xk r k k 1m l1ys . s .tm lsmq1 l 1= x ; m /ms1
 r sl r p4and where w , w g  a for cases Ipy2 py1 ls1yv l s , s , . . . , s g 0, 1, . . . , py141y v 2yv r
 r sl r2 . s1X r2 4 Xand II and w , w g  a b for Case III.0 1 ls1 l 1 s , s , . . . , s , s g 0, 141 2 r 1
Proof. We show that there exists a choice of w in the theorem so thati
 . g y1there exists an automorphism f of V m E with t g s f f , g g G,A
given by
py1 py1 yk ljp li ¬ i, j ¬ ¨ i j, k pks0 ls0
where for Cases I and II,
¨ s ¨ s ??? s ¨ s 1 s prqv ,0 1 py3  /
k , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
r
k y1 s r kr k m l .l  s  s s yp ss 0 m lsmq1 lls1 l¨ s w x b , . py2 py2 m m /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
and
r
k y1 s r km lr k  . s  sl ss0 m lsmq1 l s p y1ls 1 l¨ s w x b , . py1 py1 m m /ms1k , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
while for Case III, ¨ and ¨ are, respectively,0 1
r
X X XX k r k k k r k k1 1 1k qk l m lt y1.  s .t s y1. s .t1 1 1 ls1 l 1 m lsmq1 l 1y1 y w x . 0 m /X ms1k , . . . , k , k gZr2Z1 r 1
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and
k qkX kX1 r k kX1q1l1yt .  s .t1 1 1 ls1 l 1y1 y w . 1
Xk , . . . , k , k gZr2Z1 r 1
r
Xk r k k 1m l1ys . s .tm lsmq1 l 1= x . m /ms1
ÄThen by Galois cohomology the algebra A is realized as stated in the
theorem, with x s  r ¨ .1yv i
First, we claim that for any choice of w in the theorem, the map fi
 . g y1defined above is an E-homomorphism satisfying t g s f f , g g G,
where we view the 1-cocycle t as taking values in the automorphism group
of V m E via conjugation by the image. Note that it is an E-homomor-A
phism because we may extend the definition on the generators to the
whole algebra. We need only verify the latter condition.
 .y1 g .  .Recall that any sum of the form f s  t g m , where t g isg g G
interpreted via the conjugation-action as a linear transformation on the
 . g y1underlying vector space of A, will satisfy the t g s f f condition for
w xm g A m E, since it is a Poincare series Se2 , Chap. X. We show that ourÂ
f occurs in this fashion. Restrict f to the subspace of V m E spanned byA
 l 4 py1  l 4 py1i j , which it maps homomorphically into i j . Now, for Cases I andls0 ls0
 . r m i r m jXII, the conjugation action of t g , where g s  s  t sendsis1yv i js1 j
py1 yk l py1 yk lj jp pl li j ¬ i j p pls0 ls0
for any k - p y 2, while for k s p y 2 and k s p y 1 we have, respec-
tively,
py1 y py2. l py1 y py2. lrj jm y1 s r mi s .p p s  sss 0 i ss iq1 sl p y1 li j ¬ x b i j .  i i /p pis1yvls0 ls0
and
py1 y py1. l py1rj m y1 s r mi sp  . s  sl yp y py1. l lss 0 i ss iq1 si j ¬ x b j i j. .  i i p /p is1yvls0 ls0
For Case III, we have
rXj q ij j q ijX Xm m r m mm qm 1 i s 11 1 t y1. s y1. s .t1 i ss iq1 s 1¬ y1 y x .  i /2 2is1
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and
rXj y ij j y ijX Xm m r k mm qm 1 i s 11 1 1yt . 1ys . s .t1 i ss iq1 s 1¬ y1 y x . .  i /2 2is1
 py3 py1 yk l . l . py1 py1 yk l . lLet m s   j rp i j q   j rp w i j. Then theks0 ls0 p kspy2 ls0 p k
Poincare series, as defined above, gives us precisely f , restricted to theÂ
subspace given. Now extend f as a linear transformation to all of A by
extending f via algebra multiplication and linearity. Since the
conjugation-action of f respects algebra multiplication and linearity, the
g y1  .condition f f s t g , g g G, then holds.
 .Now we show that there must be some choice of w , w whichpy2 py1
renders f an isomorphism. We consider Cases I and II only; Case III
follows analogously. Counting dimensions, we find that the map f is an
isomorphism of V m E unless the image of j is a zero divisor. Raising theA
image of j to the pth power, we find that this occurs only if either
r
k y1 s r k r km l . l s  syp  sss 0 m lsmq1 l ls1 lx b w .  m m py2 /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
or
r
k y1 s r km l r k . s  s lss0 m lsmq1 lp y1  sls 1 lx b w .  m m py1 /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
is zero. We must choose w and w so that these expressions arepy2 py1
nonzero.
We proceed by induction. If m s 1 y v, then we may choose
 1r p.w , w g K a so thatpy2 py1 m
k k my1 s k k my1s sm m s ss 0 ms yp s p y1ss 0 mm mw x b and w x b .  . py2 m m py1 m m
k gZrpZ k gZrpZm m
are nonzero. This follows from the fact that, multiplying the expressions by
x ss 1
py1 pys.s msy1 and x ss 1
py1 ss m
s . ,m m
respectively, and using the fact that x ss 0
py1sm
s s b , we obtainm m
Tr 1r p w = x ss 1
py1 pys.s msy1 /K a .r K py2 mm
and
Tr 1r p w = x ss 1
py1 ss m
s
. /K a .r K py1 mm
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 1r p.If either were zero for all choices of w , w in K a , then by thepy2 py1 m
nondegeneracy of the trace form, x s 0, contrary to hypothesis. Ofm
 1r p 2r p  py1.r p4course we need only consider w , w in 1, a , a , . . . , a .py2 py1 m m m
For the induction step, assume that for a given m g 1 y v, 2 y
4v, . . . , r y 1 we have that
m
k y1 s m k m kn l . l s  syp  sss 0 n lsnq1 l ls1yv lc s x b w . 1 n n py2 /
ns1yvk , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv m
and
m
k y1 s m kn l m k . s  s lss0 n lsnq1 lp y1  sls 1yv lc s x b w . 2 n n py2 /
ns1yvk , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv m
are nonzero. We show that we may choose w and w so that thepy2 py1
above expressions are nonzero for m replaced by m q 1. The new expres-
sions, multiplied by
x ss 1
py1 pys.s mq 1sy1 and x ss 1
py1 ss mq 1
s . ,mq 1 mq1
respectively, give us
Tr 1r p 1r p 1r p 1r p w = x ss 1
py1 pys.s mq 1sy1 = c /K a , . . . , a .r K a , . . . , a . py2 mq1 11y v mq1 1yv m
and
Tr 1r p 1r p 1r p 1r p w = x ss 1
py1 ss mq 1
s
= c , /K a , . . . , a .r K a , . . . , a . py1 mq1 21y v mq1 1yv m
respectively. By the nondegeneracy of the trace, there must be some wpy2
and w , say a product of the previously chosen w and w by apy1 py2 py1
power of a1r p , so that our required expressions are nonzero. Therefore bymq 1
induction w and w exist.py2 py1
Ä  .LEMMA 1. A K-isomorphism h between A ( 1, x and A is gi¨ en by
i ¬ i ,ÄA A
py2 py1 yk l py1 y py1. lj jp pl lj ¬ i j q x i j .Ä   A A A A A /  /p pks0 ls0 ls0
Proof. Clear.
Using Theorem 2, we compute an expression for z and then take its
reduced norm.
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THEOREM 7. Gi¨ en c / 0, a numerical decomposition of c as in Theorem
3, the existence of field elements of Theorem 4 corresponding to the sol¨ ability
of c, and an appropriate choice of w in Theorem 6, the complete set ofpy1
solution fields to c is
1rp UE kD : k g K , . . 5
where
r
k y1 s r km l r k . s  s lss0 m lsmq1 lp y1  sls 1 lD s x b w .  m m py1 /ms1yvk , k , . . . , k gZrpZ1yv 2yv r
in Cases I and II and D is
r
X X X Xk r k k k r k kk qk 1 l 1 m l 11yt .  s .t 1ys . s .t1 1 1 ls1 l 1 m lsmq1 l 1y1 y w x . . 1 m /X ms1k , . . . , k , k gZr2Z1 r 1
in Case III.
Proof. Using the expression for z in Theorem 2 and the maps f , h
given in Theorem 6 and Lemma 1, we compute z to be
py1 py1 yk kX py1yk py1 kq ly1kqly1j  ¨ Xp msk m mod p kp ¨ q i .    m mod p py1
X X /X p  ¨msk m s0 mks0 k s0 ls0 lspyk
The reduced norm gives
py1 py1yk py1 kq ly1kqly1  ¨ms k m mod prg s p ¨ q .   m mod p py1
X X / ¨ks0 msk m s0 mls0 lspyk
Substituting the values for the ¨ determined in the proof of Theorem 6, gi
becomes
pr 1 q prqv q p2 rqv . q ??? qp py2. rqv .¨ .py2
= 1 q prqv q p2 rqv . q ??? qp py3. rqv .¨ q py rqv . .py2
= 1 q prqv q p2 rqv . q ??? qp py4. rqv .¨ q py rqv . q py2 rqv . .py2
= ??? = 1 q ¨ q py rqv . q py2 rqv . q ??? qpy py3. rqv . .py2
1 1 1
= 1 q q q ??? q .rqv py2. rqv .  py3. rqv . /p ¨p ¨ p ¨ py2py2 py2
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Up to pth powers and scalar multiplication, g is 1r¨ , which, up topy2
 U .scalar multiplication again since x g K is ¨ . This gives us the D ofpy1
the theorem.
5. CHOOSING wpy1
Let c and a be as in the notation of Theorem 3. Define the a -compo-i i
nent of the numerical decomposition of c to be the 2-cocycles in
2 .n .  ..  .H ZrpZ , F given by a or a , b , i / 0, in Case I of Theorem 4;p 0 i i
 ..  .  .  .a q a , b or a , b , i / 1, in Case II; or a , b , i / 1, in Case III.1 1 1 i i i i
When an a -component of the numerical decomposition of the obstructioni
 .is itself split, we can simplify some of the factors of x in the algebra 1, x
of Theorem 6 and therefore of the solutions in Theorem 7.
THEOREM 8. Suppose that an embedding problem c is sol¨ able and that
the a -component of a numerical decomposition of an obstruction is itselfi
tri¨ ial. Let the power of a1r p which occurs as a factor in w as defined ini py1
Theorem 6 and used in the determination of the solution in Theorem 7 be
 4denoted l g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 . The power l is determined as follows:
 .  ..i If the a -component is a , then l s 1.i i
 .  .ii If the a -component is a , b , then l s 0.i i i
 .  ..  .iii If the a -component is a q a , b and p / 2, then l s 1.i i i i
Proof. If the a -component is trivial, then the corresponding x ofi i
 1r p.Theorem 4 lies in K a ; hence all s , j / i, leave x invariant.i j i
By Theorem 4, then, s leaves x invariant for j / i. In the induction stepi j
of Theorem 6, then, when m s i, we have that the c determined thus far,2
for smaller m, is nonzero and s -invariant.i
By the proof of Theorem 6, we must choose an l such that, with wpy1
depending on l as given in Theorem 6,
Tr 1r p 1r p 1r p 1r p ws i
y1
= x ss 1
py1 ss i
sy1
= c /K a , . . . , a .r K a , . . . , a . py1 i 21y v i 1yv iy1
is nonzero. Now by the proof of Theorem 7, the D of Theorem 7 for the
embedding problem described by the a -component isi
1 y1 py1 sy1s  ssi ss1 i1r p 1r p 1r p 1r pTr w = x . /y1 py1 sy1 K a , . . . , a .r K a , . . . , a . py1 i1y v i 1yv iy1s  ssi ss1 iw = xpy1 i
Hence for any w such that the trace is nonzero, then ws i
y1




is a solution to the embedding problem.
w x lr p  ss 0py1 ss isy1We know, however, from Ma2 , Theorem 3, that a x is ai i
solution to the embedding problem described by the a -component, and iti
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is easy to show that if l is replaced by a different value, it is not possible
that both can be solutions to same the embedding problem. Therefore the
w xtrace must be zero for all choices of l save the one from Ma2 , Theorem
3, and must be nonzero for the correct l. In the induction step of Theorem
6, then, the necessary power of a1r p, required to alter w from the stepi py1
lr p w xbefore, is a . The values of l from Ma2 , Theorem 3, are given in thei
statement of the theorem and we are done.
 ..  .Remark. A similar statement is unavailable for the a b q a , b1 1 1 1
component of Case III, since the fact that the 2-cocycle is split is not
enough information to determine a value for w which always insurespy1
that D is nonzero, for any choice of x and y satisfying the conditions of1
w x  . .Case III. Compare Ma2 , Theorem 3 B 28 .
6. EXAMPLES
 w x w xEXAMPLE 1. The Dedekind]Witt example Case III; cf. De , p. 379; Wi ,
’ ’w x .  .p. 245; Ma2 , Example 5 . The overfields of Q 2 , 3 which are quater-
nion over Q are the fields
U’ ’ ’’Q k 6 q 3 2 q 2 3 q 2 6 : k g Q . . 5 /
’ ’ .To derive this result, we set p s 2, K s Q, E s Q 2 , 3 . A numerical
 .  .decomposition of the obstruction is 6, y1 q 2, 3 , using Theorem 3. We
’ ’ ’ ’ ’ . .have elements x s 1 q 2 2 q 3 and y s 2 q 3 satisfying the1
s y1 t y1 s y11 1 1’ ’ ’conditions of Theorem 4, with 2 s 3 s y1 and 3
t y11’s 2 s 1. Using Theorem 6 with an initial guess of w s w s 1, we0 1
find that
x s ¨ ¨ s 96,0 1
where
¨ s 1 y yt1y1 y x s1y1 q yt1y1 x s1y1 .t .0 1
’ ’ ’ ’ ’s 1 y y5 q 2 6 y y3 q 2 2 q 15 y 10 2 y 6 6 q 8 3 .  .  . .
and
¨ s 1 y y1yt 1 y x1ys1 q y1yt 1 x 1ys1.t .1 1
’ ’ ’ ’ ’s 1 y y5 y 2 6 y y3 y 2 2 q 15 q 10 2 q 6 6 q 8 3 . .  .  . .
’ ’ ’ .Note that ¨ s 4) 6 q 2 3 q 3 2 q 2 6 ; with Theorem 7, this gives1
the result.
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 w x  . .EXAMPLE 2. Case I, p s 2 cf. Ma2 , Example 1 i , Example 6 . Set
’p s 2. Let K be a field containing y 7 such that 1, y1, 2, and 5 are
U U 2  .linearly independent classes of K rK for instance, Q . Let E s2’ ’ ’ .K y 1 , 2 , 5 . Let a s y1, a s 2, and b s 5; let s , s , t be the0 1 1 0 1 1
 .  .  .nontrivial automorphisms of K a , K a , K b , respectively, ex-’ ’ ’0 1 1
tended trivially to the others. The obstruction to lifting E to a 2-extension
 .of E, which is dihedral over K a with the lifts of s and t of order 2’ 0 1 1
 .  ..and cyclic over K a , b , can be numerically decomposed as y1 q’ ’1 1
 .2, 5 . Elements satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 are then
’ ’ ’2 2 q 7 . ’ ’x s , x s 2 q 7 .0 1’ ’1 q y 1 2 q y 1 .  .
We guess w s w s 1 as in the previous example, and we compute0 1
¨ s 1 q x s1y1 y x s0y1 y x s 0y1 .s1 x s1y10 1 0 0 1
’ ’ ’9 y 2 14 2 y 1 3 q 4 y 1 .
s 1 q 1 q /  /5 10
and
¨ s 1 q x1ys1 y x1ys 0 y x 1ys 0 .s1 x1ys11 1 0 0 1
’ ’ ’9 q 2 14 y2 y 1 3 y 4 y 1 .
s 1 q 1 q . /  /5 10
The x of Theorem 6 is then 56r25. The set of solution fields is, by
  .1r2 U .4Theorem 7, K k¨ : k g K . Note that1
2’ ’y y 7 3 q y 1 . ’ ’ ’¨ s 2 q 7 3 y y 1 . .  .1 125
w xHence our result agrees with Ma2 , Example 6.
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